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Be aware, it is not contrary to 
public policy for parties to 
agree that the earth is flat 

"Lewison LJ stated, in relation 
to a declaration of trust, "All 
parties are bound by that 
agreed statement, whether it 
represented the truth or 
not”." 

Wrong facts in recital will be 
enforced by courts in absence of 
mistake etc. - Prime Sight Ltd v 
Lavarello (Gibraltar) [2013] 
UKPC 22 

The issue 
If a contract contains an acknowledgment If a contract contains an acknowledgment 
of a fact which both parties at the time of of a fact which both parties at the time of 
the contract know to be untrue, does the the contract know to be untrue, does the 
law enable one of them to rely on that law enable one of them to rely on that 
acknowledgment to estop the other from acknowledgment to estop the other from 
later denying the truth of the agreed later denying the truth of the agreed 
statement?statement?  

In Prime Sight this question was addressed In Prime Sight this question was addressed 
by the Privy Council on appeal by Prime by the Privy Council on appeal by Prime 
Sight Ltd (Sight Ltd (““the Companythe Company””) ) against Edgar against Edgar 
Charles Lavarello, the trustee of Benjamin Charles Lavarello, the trustee of Benjamin 
Marrache (Marrache (““the Bankruptthe Bankrupt””).).  

The CompanyThe Company’’s sole remaining ground on s sole remaining ground on 
appeal related to the following recital appeal related to the following recital 
wording in clause 1 of a deed of wording in clause 1 of a deed of 
assignment, under which an underlease to a assignment, under which an underlease to a 
property owned by the Bankrupt was sold to property owned by the Bankrupt was sold to 
the Company (the underlined section is the the Company (the underlined section is the 
untrue statement which this section untrue statement which this section 
explores):explores):  

““In consideration of the sum of In consideration of the sum of ££499,950 499,950 
now paid by [the Company] to [the now paid by [the Company] to [the 
Bankrupt] (receipt and payment of which Bankrupt] (receipt and payment of which 
[the Bankrupt] hereby acknowledges) [the [the Bankrupt] hereby acknowledges) [the 
Bankrupt]Bankrupt]……hereby assignshereby assigns……the premisesthe premises””..  

What’s new? 
Despite it being common ground that the Despite it being common ground that the 
sum referred to in the recital was never paid sum referred to in the recital was never paid 
by the Company, the court held that the by the Company, the court held that the 
recitalrecital’’s acknowledgement was binding, and s acknowledgement was binding, and 
the Bankruptthe Bankrupt’’s order for the winding up of s order for the winding up of 
the Company to enforce the debt was set the Company to enforce the debt was set 
aside. aside. Although a Privy Council decision, Although a Privy Council decision, 
Lavarello has been formally cited with Lavarello has been formally cited with 
approval by the Court of Appeal in approval by the Court of Appeal in Richards Richards 
v Wood & Wood [2014] EWCA Civ 327v Wood & Wood [2014] EWCA Civ 327 in  in 
which Lewison LJ stated, in relation to which Lewison LJ stated, in relation to 
a a declaration of trust, declaration of trust, "All parties are bound "All parties are bound 
by that agreed statement, whether it by that agreed statement, whether it 
represented the truth or notrepresented the truth or not””..  

Counsel for the Bankrupt submitted that it Counsel for the Bankrupt submitted that it 
would be contrary to legal principle and would be contrary to legal principle and 
public policy for an estoppel to be permitted public policy for an estoppel to be permitted 
in a case such as this, where it is accepted in a case such as this, where it is accepted 
that the estoppel fails to reflect the true that the estoppel fails to reflect the true 
course of events. course of events.   

However, it was held that there was nothing However, it was held that there was nothing 
inherently contrary to public policy if parties inherently contrary to public policy if parties 
agreed to contract on the basis that certain agreed to contract on the basis that certain 
facts were to be treated as established for facts were to be treated as established for 
the purposes of their transaction. As the purposes of their transaction. As 
summarised in Spencer Bower on summarised in Spencer Bower on Estoppel Estoppel 
by Representationby Representation 4th ed (2004),  4th ed (2004), ““the claim the claim 
of the party raising the estoppel is, not that of the party raising the estoppel is, not that 
he believed the assumed version of facts or he believed the assumed version of facts or 
law was true, but that he believed (and law was true, but that he believed (and 
agreed) that it should be treated as trueagreed) that it should be treated as true””..  

The question of whether a recital in a The question of whether a recital in a 
contract is intended to be binding on either contract is intended to be binding on either 
or both parties involves a question of or both parties involves a question of 
construction. Lord Toulsonconstruction. Lord Toulson’’s judgment s judgment 
cites cites Stroughill v BuckStroughill v Buck  [1850] 14 QB 781[1850] 14 QB 781, , 
which held that, when a statement is which held that, when a statement is 
intended to be the statement of one party intended to be the statement of one party 
only, the estoppel is confined to that party. only, the estoppel is confined to that party. 
However, as was the case in Prime Sight, However, as was the case in Prime Sight, 
where the recital is intended to be a where the recital is intended to be a 
statement which all parties have mutually statement which all parties have mutually 
agreed to admit as true, it is an estoppel on agreed to admit as true, it is an estoppel on 
all.all.  

In practice 
Prime Sight serves as a useful reminder of Prime Sight serves as a useful reminder of 
the English law on the subject of estoppel. It the English law on the subject of estoppel. It 
also highlights the point that recitals can be also highlights the point that recitals can be 
legally binding in the absence of certain legally binding in the absence of certain 
exceptions or qualifications under the exceptions or qualifications under the 
general law of contract (such as mistake, general law of contract (such as mistake, 
misrepresentation, fraud or illegality). misrepresentation, fraud or illegality).   

Take care in drafting recitals; not only are Take care in drafting recitals; not only are 
they useful tools for framing a contract, they useful tools for framing a contract, 
they may be binding, and a party may be they may be binding, and a party may be 
subsequently prevented from questioning subsequently prevented from questioning 
their validity.their validity.    
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Be aware the future of Europe's 
Safe Harbor agreement with the 
USA has been called into 
question 

Unsafe Safe Harbor? Case C-
362/14 Maximillan Schrems v 
Data Protection Commissioner 
and Digital Rights Ireland 
Limited  

The issue 
An action spearheaded by Austrian law An action spearheaded by Austrian law 
graduate and privacy campaigner, Max graduate and privacy campaigner, Max 
Schrems, has invalidated the European Schrems, has invalidated the European 
Union's Safe Harbor Agreement with the Union's Safe Harbor Agreement with the 
USA and strengthened the powers of EU USA and strengthened the powers of EU 
data protection authorities.data protection authorities.  

Under the EU Data Protection Directive Under the EU Data Protection Directive 
95/46/EC (the Directive), personal data 95/46/EC (the Directive), personal data 
may not be transferred outside of the may not be transferred outside of the 
European Economic Area (EEA) unless that European Economic Area (EEA) unless that 
country ensures an adequate level of country ensures an adequate level of 
protection for the rights and freedoms of protection for the rights and freedoms of 
individuals in relation to the processing of individuals in relation to the processing of 
personal data.  Article 25 of the Directive personal data.  Article 25 of the Directive 
sets out that personal data may, however, sets out that personal data may, however, 
be transferred outside of the EEA where the be transferred outside of the EEA where the 
transfer is made on terms which have been transfer is made on terms which have been 
approved by the European Commission approved by the European Commission 
(EC) and which the EC has deemed offer (EC) and which the EC has deemed offer 
adequate protection for personal data.  adequate protection for personal data.    

Pursuant to Article 25, the ECPursuant to Article 25, the EC’’s Decision s Decision 
2000/520/EC (the Decision) established 2000/520/EC (the Decision) established 
the Safe Harbor selfthe Safe Harbor self--certification scheme certification scheme 
(SH).  Under  SH, US companies may self(SH).  Under  SH, US companies may self--
certify that they comply with a set certify that they comply with a set 
of of principles which are similar to the EU principles which are similar to the EU   

datadata  protection principles (e.g. protection principles (e.g. 
around around notice, notice, choice, data integrity, choice, data integrity, 
security, etc) and agreed to be held security, etc) and agreed to be held 
accountable to the Federal Trade accountable to the Federal Trade 
Commission. Commission. Personal data may then be Personal data may then be 
transferred to these companies without the transferred to these companies without the 
need for any further steps to be taken.need for any further steps to be taken.  

An important question around whether SH An important question around whether SH 
actually offered an adequate level of actually offered an adequate level of 
protection for the privacy and fundamental protection for the privacy and fundamental 
rights of individuals was raised by Max rights of individuals was raised by Max 
Schrems, in light of the revelations in Schrems, in light of the revelations in 
summer 2013 by Edward Snowden.  summer 2013 by Edward Snowden.    

Schrems filed a complaint with the Irish Schrems filed a complaint with the Irish 
Data Protection Commissioner (the Data Protection Commissioner (the 
Commissioner) against Facebook Ireland Commissioner) against Facebook Ireland 
Limited, the company's Irish subsidiary, Limited, the company's Irish subsidiary, 
which is responsible for all accounts which is responsible for all accounts 
belonging to users outside of North belonging to users outside of North 
America (accounting for 80% America (accounting for 80% 
of of FacebookFacebook’’s 1.35 billion users) and which s 1.35 billion users) and which 
is subject to the Directive. is subject to the Directive.   

The complaint to the Commissioner for The complaint to the Commissioner for 
alleged breaches of EU privacy law, mass alleged breaches of EU privacy law, mass 
surveillance and involvement in the US surveillance and involvement in the US 
National Security AgencyNational Security Agency’’s Prism snooping s Prism snooping 
analysis was dismissed by the analysis was dismissed by the 
Commissioner on the basis there were no Commissioner on the basis there were no 
grounds for an investigation as Facebookgrounds for an investigation as Facebook’’s s 
data transfers were covered by SH which data transfers were covered by SH which 
the EC's Decision had deemed as adequate the EC's Decision had deemed as adequate 
to legitimise such transfers to the US.to legitimise such transfers to the US.  
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"The CJEU ruled that not only 
should data protection 
authorities investigate 
complaints made by 
individuals about the adequacy 
of third countries to which 
data is being transferred, 
regardless of 
decisions/findings of adequacy 
by the EC, but most 
importantly that SH is an 
invalid means to transfer 
personal data." 

An application was made to the Irish High An application was made to the Irish High 
Court for judicial review of the Court for judicial review of the 
CommissionerCommissioner’’s decision and the case was s decision and the case was 
subsequently referred to the Court of subsequently referred to the Court of 
Justice of the European Union (CJEU) Justice of the European Union (CJEU) 
which delivered its judgment on 6 October which delivered its judgment on 6 October 
2015.2015.  

The question ahead of the CJEU was: The question ahead of the CJEU was: 
Whether in the course of determining a Whether in the course of determining a 
complaint regarding the transfer of complaint regarding the transfer of 
personal data to another third country (in personal data to another third country (in 
this case, the United States of America) this case, the United States of America) 
which, it is claimed, do not contain adequate which, it is claimed, do not contain adequate 
protections for the data subject, is the protections for the data subject, is the 
Commissioner bound by decisions of the Commissioner bound by decisions of the 
EC, such as the ECEC, such as the EC’’s Decision s Decision 
2000/520/EC?2000/520/EC?  

Or, alternatively, may and/or must the Or, alternatively, may and/or must the 
Commissioner conduct its own Commissioner conduct its own 
investigation of the matter in the light of investigation of the matter in the light of 
factual developments in the meantime factual developments in the meantime 
since that EC Decision was first published?since that EC Decision was first published?  

What's new? 
The CJEU ruled that not only should data The CJEU ruled that not only should data 
protection authorities investigate complaints protection authorities investigate complaints 
made by individuals about the adequacy of made by individuals about the adequacy of 
third countries to which data is being third countries to which data is being 
transferred, regardless of decisions/findings transferred, regardless of decisions/findings 
of adequacy by the EC, but most importantly of adequacy by the EC, but most importantly 
that SH is an invalid means to transfer personal that SH is an invalid means to transfer personal 
data.data. 
 
In practice 
Companies should create a list of transfers Companies should create a list of transfers 
of personal data that it makes to the US of personal data that it makes to the US 
where it is legitimising the transfer on the where it is legitimising the transfer on the 
basis of SH, both internally within the basis of SH, both internally within the 
organisation and also to external service organisation and also to external service 
providers. This should then allow providers. This should then allow 
companies to take a sensible risk based companies to take a sensible risk based 
approach to determine which transfers approach to determine which transfers 
should be addressed as a high priority and should be addressed as a high priority and 
which may wait until further down the line.which may wait until further down the line.  

Alternative data transfer solutions to SH Alternative data transfer solutions to SH 
may include entering in to the EC approved may include entering in to the EC approved 
model contract clauses or, for transfers of model contract clauses or, for transfers of 
data from the UK, making a selfdata from the UK, making a self--
assessment as to whether it is believed that assessment as to whether it is believed that 
the country to which the data is being the country to which the data is being 
transferred offers adequate protection for transferred offers adequate protection for 
personal data.personal data.  
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